DDR World Record attempt this weekend!
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Hey music game fans, it looks like someone's attempting to break the world record for the
longest time playing DDR (40 hours!) this weekend! Given the whole 19, and 20, november
thing (I'll be posting that again too so watch for it) it would certainly be the perfect time to do it
too!

The Rules (reposted from bemanistyle):
--

-You must begin on the lowest difficulty available (Beginner) and move up to a higher level
every 5 hours. Once you reach the highest level (Challenge) you must play the highest level
available on a song (no Challenge, play Expert)
-You cannot fail a song.
-You are given a 10 minute break for every full hour that you complete. Example: Complete 4
hours and 30 minutes, you are only given 40 minutes of break time. You can choose to use all
or partial amount of the break time. Any unused portion is carried forward.
-Unused break time is not added to the end of your record.
-He must be witnessed by two people at all times.
-No rules on replaying the same song over and over. No rules on playing all the songs.
-No rules on bar use, but he refrained from using the bar.
-He is given 20 seconds to make any menu selection from the time it is made available (song
selection, options, score results, etc).

--

Update: He's on one of the new X2 dedicabs. You can check out the stream live on JTV here
and follow his updates on twitter
here
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Start Time: 5AM EST/2AM PST 19, November 2011
End Time: 9PM EST/6PM PST 20, November 2011 (So I will try to have the results at some
point after its over and I'll pass the word on to OLR on Sunday!
)

Also you can send your well-wishes/good luck shoutouts here in this thread !!
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